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Résumé. Cet article propose une méthode qui analyse des données représentant
des trajectoires d’objets mobiles. La méthode se base sur les motifs fréquents
et introduit différentes types de motifs, par exemple, les motifs latents, émergents, etc. Un ensemble d’algorithmes sont alors introduits pour pré-traiter les
données, extraire les motifs fréquents et détecter les types des motifs. Ces motifs
géolocalisés sont ensuite utilisés pour tagger une zone spatiale déterminée. La
classification d’une trajectoire consiste alors en sa projection sur la zone spatiale
ce qui conduit nécessairement à une classification multi-labels dépendant de la
granularité spatio-temporelle. Pour finir, nous discutons de l’application de notre
méthode sur des données réelles représentant des trajectoires de taxis.
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Introduction

A trajectory is a sequence of a moving object geographical locations on a defined time
period (e.g., sequence of (latitude, longitude, time)). The objective of trajectory classification is to recognize and characterize trajectories (or its sub-trajectories) different status, such
as motions (e.g., still, moving, etc.), transportation modes (e.g., bus, biking, etc.), and human
activities (Zheng, 2015). Tagging a raw trajectory with a semantic label is an important step
for many applications like journey recommendation. Recently,traffic flow analysis methods
have been discussed in literatures for the purpose of improving prediction applications and the
traffic state or to provide a better recommendation systems (Yin et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2015).
The models discussed are combined with tools to discover and analyze the patterns involved
in the traffic state. In this way, it has become possible to recommend different journeys to user.
Furthermore, extracting hidden patterns and reflecting them into visual system can be used to
predict and control traffic. For this purpose, we present in this paper a trajectory classification
method based on pattern extraction and pattern type detection according to frequent behavior
over time. This method is used to rank trajectories and recommend the ranked list to user.

2

Multi-label classification proposed method

In this section we present an overview of the proposed method. Preprocessing step (cf. Figure 1, Step 2) consists of segmenting trajectories according to time granularity, and mapping
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F IG . 1 – Overview of the proposed behavior based multi-label classification

trajectories using local georeference on a raster area. In the time segmentation step, each trajectory on the dataset T rjs will be segmented according to time granularity value which it can
be minutes, hours, days, etc. We note T = {t1 , t2 , ...., tk−1 , tk } as the set of time granularity
values where tj < tj+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. From this context, each trajectory is segmented according to the defined T . Preprocessing step also includes generating a raster area G by
applying a local georeference system that maps each trajectory points.
In Step 3, we extract the frequent concept lattices (Zaki et Hsiao, 2005) and detect behaviors associated to the trajectories over ∆t. The computation of the frequent concept lattice
allows us to obtain both the grid closed patterns and their corresponding sets of trajectories.
From which we detect the type of the closed pattern (i.e., the intent) of each frequent formal concept by studying its evolution. We have defined five different behavior types from this
context as follow : the emerging type means that the presence of the pattern increased in the
trajectories. The decreasing type means that the presence of the pattern decreased in the trajectories. The latent type means that the presence of the pattern is quite similar. The jumping
type means the pattern which was absent, appeared. The lost type means that the pattern disappeared. The type of the closed pattern reflects the behavior of users who have generated the
corresponding trajectories during the studied time window.
The extracted behaviors are geolocalized in a real map in order to tag a given spatial area
(cf. Figure 1, Step 4). The set of labels are defined as follow : Labels = {E, D, L, J, Lo, 0}
where E= Emerging,D = Decreasing, L= latent, J = Jumping, Lo = Lost, and 0 = no detected
behavior.Let us note that Steps 1-3 are performed off-line, and Steps 4 and 5 are performed
on-line.
Using this multi-label area model, our method classifies new trajectories passing the spa-
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tial zone (cf. Figure 1, Step 4). This is achieved by converting each trajectory point to the
corresponding spatial zone behavior. In Step 5, we calculate the cost value of each trajectory
based on the behavior cost table. The calculated values are used to rank the trajectories. It is
important to mention that the trajectory can pass through a single label grid (one behavior) or a
multi-label grid (more than one behavior). For example, in Figure 1, grid no.15 has two labels
(Decreasing and Lost). Our method solves this problem by calculating the mean cost value for
all the possibilities (for instance, Trj2 in Figure 1 Step 5).
.
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Experiments

In order to perform our experiments, we apply our method on real data set (T-drive) collected by Microsoft Research Asia. This data has been used in Yuan et al. (2011). We chose
222 Taxi trajectories from the original data set during the period of one week from Feb2 to
Feb8 in 2008. The protocol can be summarized as follows, we process the data as shown in
(cf. Figure 1, Step 2,3), time granularity = 12 hours (half day), spatial granularity = 60 meters,
minimal support = 10. Detected behaviors were geolocalized on a real map for each time window ∆t during a period of one week as shown in Figure 2. Then, we have ranked a set of new
trajectories to go from one point to another. This set can be computed by any existing systems.

F IG . 2 – Example of projected trajectory.

Figure 2 shows a behavior tagged map for Beijing railway station and second ring zone,
from a set of trajectories to go from A to E. This set is composed of three trajectories : A->B>C->D->E, A->F ->E, and A->B->C->E. These trajectories have been classified and ranked
according to their cost values. The cost values for these trajectories are : Trj1 =78, Trj2=64,

and Trj3=102. The trajectories are sorted from min to max values as follow : Trj2, Trj1, and
Trj3. Based on this result the journey A->F ->E is the best choice.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new multi-label classification of moving object trajectories. The method is based on analyzing behavior evolution and introduces different pattern
types such as emerging, decreasing, etc. These types are used to generate a city map tagged by
behaviors. The method uses this multi-label area to classify a new trajectory passing through
this zone and to compute the journey cost value. This allows us to give information about
new trajectories and to rank them to give recommendations to user. Experimental results using
real-word trajectories data have shown the usefulness of the proposed method.
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Summary
This paper proposes a method that analyzes data representing trajectories of moving objects. The method is based on extracting frequent patterns and introduces different types of
patterns, for example, latent, emergent, etc. A set of algorithms are introduced to pre-process
the data, to extract the frequent patterns and detect the behaviors. These types are used to
generate a city map tagged by behaviors. The classification of a given trajectory consists in its
projection on this spatial zone. This leads to a multi-label classification which depends on the
spatio-temporal granularity. Finally, we discuss the application of our method on real-world
data representing taxi trajectories.

